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ABSTRACT 
We consider some estimation and distribution problems encountered in a 
two way analysis of variance model with only one observation per cell, errors 
correlated in one level, and the variances are not necessarily equal. The 
independence criteria for the row and interaction mean sum of squares and 
distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator of the correlation coefficient 
are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The topics considered in this paper were motivated by a problem in 
ecology with density data on species. Consider M species (or, more generally, 
columns) under study in N sites (or rows) and let Yij be the density of the jth 
species in the ith site. Because of coexistence of the species in a site, it can be 
assumed that observations in the same site are correlated. We assume that Y .. IJ 
can be mathematically described as 
Y.. = p. + {J. + a. + E·· , lJ 1 J IJ (1.1) 
fori = 1, 2, ···, N, and j = 1, 2, ... , M, where Yij is the measurement for the 
jth column in the ith row; p. is the overall mean, constant for all columns on all 
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rows; f3· is the effect of the ith row; a. is the effect of the jth column, and f·· is 
l :h IJ 
the random error associated with the jt column on the ith row. A key aspect of 
the ecology problem was to measure the overall association among the species 
(columns). 
The model (1.1) differs from the usual analysis of variance model in that 
we take errors in a column to be homoscedastic, but the variance may change 
from column to column and the columns are correlated. Let :Ei be the M x 1 
vector of errors in the ith row. We assume that the :Ei's are independently and 
identically distributed as multivariate normal with zero mean and positive-
definite covariance matrix, L 
This model has been considered by Olkin and Vaeth (1981), Andersen, 
Jensen and Schou (1981), and Box (1954). Box (1954) and Andersen, Jensen 
and Schou (1981) consider distributions of the usual two-way analysis of variance 
test statistics and Olkin and Vaeth (1981) give the maximum likelihood 
estimators for row and column parameters and the covariance matrix for the 
case where there are K(>1) replications in each cell. We consider the case with 
a single replication per cell and focus on measures of association between the 
columns. In Section 2 we derive conditions for independence of the mean 
squares, correcting an error in Andersen, Jensen and Schou (1981). In Section 3 
we consider maximum likelihood estimation under various covariance structures 
and in Section 4 we derive the distribution, mean and variance of the maximum 
likelihood estimator of the common correlation. 
2. INDEPENDENCE OF THE MEAN SQUARES 
We determine when the mean squares are independent. We are 
particularly interested in three covariance structures which are relevant to our 
application; namely, uniform covariance, unequal correlations with equal 
variances, and unequal variances with equal correlation. Let MSRows, MSCols, 
and MSint denote the row, column, and interaction mean sum of squares 
respectively from a two-way analysis of variance (rows by columns). Let Jn 
denote an n x n matrix of ones and J n = J n/n and let Cn = In - J n denote the 
centering matrix of order n. Then the mean squares can be written as follows: 
MSRows = [YtAY]/(N-1) 
MSCols = [YtBY]/(M-1) 
where A= CN®JM, 
where B = JN®CM, 
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MSint = (YtHY]/(N-l)(M-1) where H = CN®CM , 
and A®B is the Kronecker product of A and B (Searle, 1984). 
Two quadratic forms ytpy and YtQY are independent if and only if PVQ 
is zero, where V is the variance-covariance matrix of Y, when Y has a 
multivariate normal distribution (Craig's theorem, Craig 1943; see also Searle, 
1971, pp 59-64). We have AVB 
JNCN®CM:ECM, which are both zero since CkJk = JkCk = 0, that is, MSRows 
and MSCols are independent and so are MSCols and MSint for any positive-
definite covariance matrix :E. For the row and interaction mean squares we 
have: 
where 
l M M 
d = M E E P· O"·O"u j=l u=l JU J 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where P·k is the correlation between the jth and kth columns, and u. is the 
J J 
standard deviation for the jth column. From equation (2.1), MSRows and MSint 
are independently distributed if and only if 
M 
or (b) E P·kO"·O"k = d 
. 1 J J J= 
(2.3) 
for all k, where k = 1, 2, .. ·, M. That is, MSRows and MSint are independently 
distributed if and only if the column (row) totals of the :E are all equal. Taking 
transposes on both sides of (2.3) (a), we have :EJM = dJM which is satisfied if 
and only if :ElM = dlM. Expressed differently, MSRows and MSint are 
independently distributed if and only if d defined in (2.2) is an eigenvalue of :E 
with the vector of ones as the corresponding eigenvector. This is a correction to 
Andersen, Jensen and Schou (1981)'s theorem 3.1 part (ii), which states that 
MSRows and MSint are independently distributed when the variances are equal 
for M ~ 2, if and only if we have equal correlation structure. Below we give 
examples for M = 4 where variances are equal, but not all the correlations are 
equal and yet the independence criteria for MSRows and MSint is satisfied. 
If the variances are all equal to u2 but the correlations are not necessarily 
all equal, then :E is u2P, where P is the correlation matrix. Let p .. denote the 
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average of the M(M-1)/2 unique correlations and let p ·j denote the average of 
the M-1 correlations in the jth column (row) of P. We have d = 
[1+(M-1)p . .]c,.2 and condition (2.3) for the independence of MSRows and MSint 
reduces to p ·j = P· ., for all j = 1, 2, · · ·, M; therefore MSRows and MSint are 
independent if and only if all the column (row) average correlations are equal. 
For M = 3, the independence criterion is satisfied only for the equal correlation 
situation and for M = 4, the equation is satisfied only for correlation matrices P* 
of the form given below 
1 p1 p2 P3 
p1 1 P3 p2 
p* = 
p2 p3 1 p1 
P3 P2 p1 1 
where Pp p2 , p3 £ (-1,1) such that P* is positive-definite. A matrix of the 
form of P* is known as a centro-symmetric matrix (see Graybill, 1983, p. 287). 
* d - 2 An example of a special case of P is p1 = p3 = p, an p2 p , which is 
positive definite for any p £ ( -1,1). If the correlations are equal but the 
variances are not all equal, it can be shown that the independence condition is 
satisfied only when the variances are all equal if p ~ 0. With a covariance 
structure such that (2.3) is satisfied, MSRows/MSint is a ratio of independent 
variables whose exact or approximate distribution is easier to work with than 
when MSRows and MSint are not independent. We will use the results in 
Section 4.2. 
3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
In this section we discuss maxtmum likelihood estimation under several 
covariance structures. In Section 3.1 we consider models with block effects. 
Section 3.2 considers a model with no block effects and with an equal correlation 
between columns. 
3.1 Block effects models with uniform covariance matrix 
We first consider the simple model with only block effects, i.e., Yij = /3i + 
f·· with I; = Var( £1• ). When I; is the uniform covariance matrix, i.e., equal lJ 
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variance and equal correlation, it is straightforward to show that the likelihood is 
unbounded and the maximum likelihood estimators do not exist. This IS 
intuitively clear since one way to generate the uniform covariance model IS 
through 
f .. = 6. +, .. IJ I IJ 
6i "' iid N (O,u~) 
, .. "'iid N(O,u~) IJ ., 
It is then clear that the f3. and 6. effects cannot be separated, and hence that the 
I I 
f3. and ~ with a uniform covariance structure cannot be separately estimated. 
l 
Therefore, the claim by Olkin and Vaeth (1981) that we can estimate all 
the variances and covariances for this particular patterned covariance matrix is 
not true. We cannot estimate any of the covariance parameters if the block 
effects are not known. However, the problem does not arise when there are 
replicates m each cell as pointed out by Olkin and Vaeth (1981). 
In the site-by-species data, the sites (rows) may be a random sample of 
sites. A suitable model for analyzing the data is then the two-way classification 
model with f3i's being random. We therefore have 
Y .. = J.l + f3· + a. + f .. IJ I J IJ 
f3i "' iid N(O,u~) 
Ei "' iid N M(O,~) 
f3i independent of Ei 
By the same reasoning as above, the parameters for this model also cannot be 
separately estimated when ~ follows the uniform covariance structure. 
3.2 No block effects with equal correlation but unequal variances 
Suppose we have equal correlation, but the variances are not all equal. We 
consider the one-way analysis of variance model (1.1) without block effects, i.e., 
§. = 0. Then 2W1 times the log-likelihood function of ur, u~, uK.t, and p, 
with J.l + aj's substituted by their maximum likelihood estimators, Y .j's, and 
ignoring constants is given by 
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L = - (M-1)log[1-p] - log[1 + (M-1)p] 
M [ 2] 1 + (M-2)p 
- j~1 log uj - [1-p] [1 + (M-1)p] 
MM r.ks.sk 
P E~ J J 
+ [1-p] [1 + (M-1)p] j~~ ujuk 
M s~ E_l_ 
. 1 2 J= O'j 
(3.2.1) 
where Sf is the sample variance of the jth column using divisor N instead of N-1 
and rjk is the sample correlation between the jth and kth columns. After 
equating to zero the derivative of L with respect to p and multiplying through 
by (1-p)2[1+(M-1)p] 2 we have the following: 
A2 2 A2 
where(). = s. ju. , 
J J J 
A 1 M A2 Q(O) = M E (). ' j=1 J and 
- A 1 MM A A 
r(O) = M(M-1) EE r.k().()k ' jlk J J 
(3.2.2) 
Next differentiating L with respect to uJ (j = 1, 2, · · ·, M), equating the 
resulting expression to zero, multiplying each equation by uJ and adding them 
and multiplying through by p(1-p)[1+(M-1)p]/M we get: 
M[1 + (M-2).0] Q(O) = M[1-p] [1+(M-1).0] + pr(O). (3.2.3) 
We show that Q(O) = 1 by taking the difference of (3.2.3) multiplied by p and 
(3.2.3) multiplied by [1 + (M-1).02]. Upon simplification we get 
[1-p] [1+(M-1)p] Q(O) = [1-.0] [1+(M-1).0] (3.2.4) 
hence the result. From equation (3.2.2) and the above result we get 
A 1 MM A A 
Pmle = M(M-1) F~~ rjk0/k · (3.2.5) 
That is, there are no closed form solutions for the maximum likelihood estimator 
of the common correlation and the variances. 
A simulation study was done to compare Pmle' the maximum likelihood 
estimator for p, and the average sample correlation r. .. M was set equal to 3, 
with two variance structures V 1 = (2, 4, 6) and V 2 = (2, 2, 8). Table I gives 
average values of Pmle and r .. along with the standard errors (s.e) and square 
root of the mean squares errors (RMSE) for the eleven equal correlation 
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structures. The results of the simulation show that the two estimators are 
equivalent for most values of p. That is, for most cases there is no need to 
compute the maximum likelihood estimator of p, the average of the sample 
correlations is adequate. 
To investigate the large sample behavior of Pmle and r .. we checked to 
see if they were asymptotically equivalent. That is we checked if the limiting 
distribution of N1/ 2(pmle - r .. ) converged to zero in probability. It can be 
shown that the two estimators are asymptotically equivalent if and only if 
asN--+oo. (3.2.6) 
Condition (3.2.6) is satisfied if the asymptotic variances of Sj and that of uj are 
equal. The difference between the asymptotic variances of Sj and uj after 
dividing by uJ is 
2M[2[1-p] [1 + (M-l)p] + Mp2J 
(3.2. 7) 
It follows that N1/ 2(pmle - r .. ) fails to converge to zero in probability unless p 
= 0 or 1. However, the difference (3.2.7) is practically zero for most values of p 
corroborating the simulation results; see Figure I. That is, for all practical 
purposes the average of the sample correlations is adequate as an estimate of the 
common correlation. 
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TABLE I 
The average maximum likelihood estimator, Pmle and the average sample 
correlation, r, with their standard errors (s.e) and root mean square errors 
(RMSE) for eleven equal correlation structures. 1,000 trials with sample size 21 
for each trial, V 1 and V 2 are variance structures. 
v 1 (2 ' 4 ' 6) v 2(2 ' 2 ' 8) 
p ave. r ave. Pmle ave. r ave. Pmle 
s.e s.e s.e s.e 
RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE 
-0.48 -0.4712 -0.4801 - 0.4714 - 0.4801 
0.0004 0.0003 0.0004 0.0003 
0.0153 0.0082 0.0162 0.0094 
-0.40 -0.3913 - 0.4011 - 0.3934 -0.4032 
0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012 
0.0391 0.0373 0.0392 0.0383 
-0.20 -0.1943 - 0.0982 - 0.2002 -0.2051 
0.0029 0.0030 0.0029 0.0030 
0.0932 0.0954 0.0934 0.0962 
-0.10 - 0.0963 -0.0983 - 0.1032 -0.1061 
0.0036 0.0036 0.0036 0.0037 
0.1132 0.1153 0.1131 0.1162 
0.00 0.0031 0.0022 -0.0061 -0.0073 
0.0040 0.0041 0.0040 0.0041 
0.1281 0.1313 0.1294 0.1312 
0.20 0.1994 0.2001 0.1884 0.1903 
0.0046 0.0046 0.0046 0.0046 
0.1463 0.1472 0.454 0.1461 
0.30 0.2972 0.2981 0.2863 0.2884 
0.0046 0.0047 0.0046 0.0046 
0.1473 0.1481 0.1473 0.1474 
0.70 0.6931 0.6932 0.6874 0.6883 
0.0032 0.0032 0.0031 0.0031 
0.1031 0.1023 0.1001 0.0994 
0.80 0.7943 0.7942 0.7904 0.7904 
0.0024 0.0024 0.0023 0.0023 
0.0761 0.0761 0.0742 0.0741 
0.90 0.8961 0.8962 0.8943 0.8943 
0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 
0.0422 0.0421 0.0412 0.0412 
0.99 0.9901 0.9891 0.9891 0.9863 
0.0001 0.0010 0.0002 0.0017 
0.0042 0.0321 0.0051 0.0544 
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Figure I: Graphs of equation 3.2. 7 for M = 3, line with short dashes, M = 5, the 
solid line, M = 9, the line with dots and dashes, and M = 20, the line with long 
dashes. 
4. DISTRIBUTION OF THE COVARIANCE-VARIANCE RATIO ESTIMATOR, p 
4.1 Introduction 
In this section we consider a model with no block effects and with uniform 
covariance structure, i.e., the model of Section 3.2, but with equal variances. 
Similar to (3.2.1) the log-likelihood is given by 
L = _ N(M-1) lo (1- ) _ A(p,a) 
2 g p 2u2(1-p) 
- N2M log u 2 - ~log (1+(M-1)p) 
+ B(p,a)p 
2u2(1-p)(1+(M-1)p) ' 
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N M 2 N ( M ) 2 
where A(JJ,a) = E E (Y..- J.l- u.) and B(JJ,a) = E E (Y..- J.l- a.) . 
. 1 . 1 1J J . 1 . 1 1J J 1= J= 1= J= 
Differentiation with respect to o-2 and p gives the equations 
oL NM(M-1)p A(JJ,a) B(JJ,a)(1+(M-1)p2 ) 
op = 2(1-p)(1+(M-1)p)- 2u 2(1-p) 2 + 2u2(1-p)2 (1+(M-1)p) 2 (4.1.1) 
( 4.1.2) 
Equating ( 4.1.2) to zero and solving for o- 2 gives 
-2 1 A(jt,u)(1+(M-1)p)- f3(jl,ix)p 
u = NM (1-p )(1+(M-1)p) 
Using u2 in setting (4.1.1) to zero gives 
MM N 
EE E [Y··- Y .. l [Y·k- Y.k] 
- 1 j::f:ki=1 1J Jj 1 
p = M-1~---.M,-'N~-------------
2:: E [Y··- ? . .l2 j=1i=1 1J Jj 
( 4.1.3) 
Since p is the ratio of the average covariance to the average variance, it will be 
referred to as the covariance-variance ratio estimator. The covariance-variance 
ratio estimator has appeared in the literature in connection with the estimation 
of the intraclass correlation (inter-correlation) coefficient, reliability coefficients, 
and measures of association. 
Delury (1938) used the covariance-variance ratio estimator with M = 2 as 
an improved estimate of the product moment correlation over the usual sample 
correlation, if it is assumed that the two varieties have equal variances. 
Alexander (1947) gave the covariance-variance ratio estimator as one of the 
estimates of reliability adjusted for trend (the means of the trials are not all 
equal). Using the method of moments, Coombs (1948) derived the covariance-
variance ratio estimator as an estimate of the correlation coefficient. Olkin and 
Pratt (1958) showed that the unique minimum variance unbiased estimator 
(UMVUE) of the intraclass correlation is a function of the covariance-variance 
ratio estimator. Wilks (1961) developed test criteria for testing equality of 
means, equality of variances and equality of covariances in a normal multivariate 
population. Wilks's test criteria are functions of the covariance-variance ratio 
estimator. 
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McCulloch (1985) showed that Schluter's variance test, W (given below), 
for density data is a function of the F-statistic from a two-way analysis of 
variance (species by samples), with (N-1) and (N-1)(M-1) degrees of freedom, 
used for testing samples with the species x samples mean square as an error 
term. W =NV where V = MGJf(GJ + M-1) and GJ is given by 
N 
M(M-1)_E [Yi·- Y.T 
Gt- 1-1 
-.r- M N 
E E [Y .. - v. - Y · + Y ] 2 
. 1" 1 1J 1• •J •• J= 1= 
(4.1.4) 
McCulloch (1985) proposed the covariance-variance ratio estimator as an 
estimator of the average correlation, and showed that V = (M-1)p + 1. This 
establishes directly the connection between the overall association measure, V, 
and techniques that examine pairwise species association. 
4.2 Derivation of the density p 
We now derive the distribution of p when the columns are equally 
correlated, the variances of the Yij's are equal and there are no block effects. 
We also give expressions for the mean and variances in terms of ordinary 
hypergeometric series. 
Equation (4.1.3) can be written as p = (<I - 1)/(GJ + M-1), where GJ is 
given in ( 4.1.4). For equal correlation and equal variance the distribution of GJ is 
GJ [1 + (M-1)p] F 
_.._ [1-p] N-1,(N-1)(M-1) (4.2.1) 
where Fk represents a variable that has the F-distribution with k and q 
,q 
degrees of freedom. With this the density of p is derived in a straight-forward 
manner through the cumulative distribution of the F-distribution and is given by 
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c[-1- + x]t-1 [1 - x{M-1)t-1 
M-1 
[ _1_ + a(1-x)lMt M-1 ~ 
0 
where a= p/(1-p), t = (N-1)/2 and 
-1 1 M-1 <X< 
otherwise 
(M-1)t 
c _ r [Mt] [1 + aM] 
- (m-1)MMt-1 r [t] r [(M-1)t] 
For M = 2 the density of p reduces to the density Delury (1938) derived. 
( 4.2.2) 
If p = 0, ( 4.2.2) reduces to the Beta distribution after making the 
transformation Y = ((M-1)p + 1)/M. Y then has the standard form of the 
Beta distribution with parameters t and (M-1)t. From this the mean of p is zero 
and variance is given by 
Var[p] = [(M-1)(Mt + 1)r1 = 2[(M-1)(M(N-1) + 2)r1 
For the general case, when p is not necessarily zero, the mean and variance are 
functions of p. Using a change of variable Y = 1 - (M-1)(1-X)/M, the expected 
value of pis 
[ ]
Mt 1 t-1 (M-1)t 
E[p] = 1 - C (1-p )M f y [1-y] dy 
1 + (M-1)p [1 -Zy]Mt 
0 
( 4.2.3) 
where Z = Mp/[1+(M-1)p]. Denote the ordinary hypergeometric series, 
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972, 15.3.1) as follows 
1 
r(c) f yb-1[1-y]c-b-1 
F [a,b;c; Z] = f(c) r(c-b) [1- Zy]a dy. 
0 
The series converges when IZI < 1 and c > b > 0; all these are satisfied for the 
integral in ( 4.2.3). Substituting the expression for C and using a linear 
transformation, the expected value of p is given by 
E[p] = 1 - [1+[lr:tLp] F[1,(M-1)t+1; Mt+1; Z] . ( 4.2.4) 
The second moment is found similarly and is given by 
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( 1+ 1 ) E[p2] = 1 _ 2(1-p) Fl + ( 1-p )2 (M-1)t F 2 ' 
1+(M-1)p 1+(M-1)p 1+Jt 
where F 1 = F(1, (M-1)t+1, Mt+1; Z) and F 2 = F(2, (M-1)t+1, Mt+2; Z). F 1 
and F 2 and hence Var(p) can be straightforwardly calculated using the equations 
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972; 15.1.1) 
F(1, (M-1)t, Mt+1; Z) = E ( & 
l=O k=1 
For small M and p (say M::;10 and p < .5) the above senes expansions give 
three digit accuracy with 100 terms. 
We used these expansions to calculate Var(p) and com pare it to the 
asymptotic variance of p which is given by 
v c-)_ 2(1-p)2 (1+CM-1)p) 2 
aroo p - NM(M-1) 
Table II shows the calculations for several values of M, p and N. The 
asymptotic approximation is quite good for small M and p, but requires very 
large sample sizes for larger M and/or p. 
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TABLE II 
Var(p), Var00(p) and Var(p)/Var00(p) for Various M, p and N. 
M = 5 M = 10 
N p = .3 p = .7 p = .3 p = .7 
5 .04741 .04952 .0260 .0458 .0298 .0305 .0213 .0362 
.963 .57 .98 .59 
15 .0158 .0161 .0087 .0108 .0099 .0100 .0071 .0088 
.98 .80 .99 .81 
35 .0068 .0068 .0037 .0041 .0043 .0043 .0030 .0033 
.99 .91 .99 .91 
75 .0032 .0031 .0017 .0018 .0020 .0020 .0014 .0015 
.99 .95 1.00 .96 
155 .0015 .0015 .0008 .0008 .0010 .0010 .0007 .0007 
1.00 .98 1.00 .98 
3Var(p )/Var00('jJ) 
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